
This month’s activities all have food at their centre! 
September 1st - 7th is National Nutrition Week so it’s a timely moment to focus 

on our tummies! Along with the September Harvest Moon, this month’s activities 
therefore endeavor to help children understand where their food comes from 

and what a precious commodity it is.

Look Language  Learn

“What is food poverty? People living in food poverty either don’t have enough money to 
buy su�cient nutritious food, struggle to get it because it is not easily accessible in their 
community, or both. Nearly 6 million adults and 1.7 million children were struggling to get 
enough food between September 2020 and February 2021, according to a report from 
the Environment, Food and Rural A�airs committee. The situation is improving very 
slowly but there are still many hungry children in our communities and I think it’s 
important that our own children are aware of that and also have some understanding of 
where their food comes from. Let’s do our best to help our children understand where 
their food comes from and how fortunate most of us are to always have ample food and 
lots of choices about what we eat. ” Christine, OjO Educator 

In this activity pack you will find...

Eat a Rainbow Collage
Create a collage of your most colorful fruits and veggies!

Grow a Cress Head
Grow a plant at home... and make a tasty snack after!

Alphabites
Improve your knowledge of fruit and vegetables... as well as spelling!

Activities with
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Activity 1 / one / Eat a Rainbow Collage

This food activity helps encourage healthy eating by understanding colors in food.  This 
activity will help your child to learn that vegetables and fruit fall into 5 di�erent color 
groups red, purple/blue, orange, green and white/brown. Each color carries its own set 
of unique disease fighting chemicals. It is these natural chemicals that give vegetables 
and fruit their vibrant color and some of their healthy properties. O�ering a variety of 
colors in children's food not only looks great but also ensures children receive a wide 
range of nutrients.

You will need:
Fresh fruit and vegetables 
Child safe knife
Paper and crayons 

Activities with
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How to play:
1. Help your child to draw a rainbow on a paper (red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo and violet).

2. Gather a selection of fruit and vegetables and talk about the 
importance of eating a wide range of fruit and vegetables. If you 
don’t have any fresh fruit or vegetables to hand you can look for 
pictures or find them on the internet, but obviously ‘fresh is best!’.

3. Cut up the fruit and vegetables, children should be able to do this 
safely if supervized. Encourage them to feel, smell and taste the 
di�erent foods you have chosen and talk about them.

4. Get your child to put a tick on the rainbow each time they match 
up a fruit or vegetable.

5. Ask your child to use fruit and vegetables to fill in their rainbow!

Things to try: 
Each meal time ask your child to check o� on their rainbow the di�erent colors of fruit and vegetables 
they are eating. 

When you’re shopping take the opportunity to look for a ‘rainbow to eat’. 

Make an ‘I ate a RAINBOW today chart’ and reward your child every time they hit the ‘5 a day’ goal. 

All the characters in 
this activity pack are 

from the OjO Food 
Battles game available 

for pre-order on the 
website!



Activity 2 / two / Grow a Cress Head
This simple activity is great fun and always went down well when we did it at school. It 
does require a bit of planning as although most of us will have the majority of the items 
to hand it’s unlikely you will have cress seeds. These are readily available online, in 
garden centres and even in some supermarkets.

You will need:
Eggs
Cotton wool balls
Cress seeds (1 teaspoon for each head)
Felt tips pens / paint/ googly eyes
Empty egg box or egg cups

Activities with
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How to play:
1. Carefully remove the top o� each egg, leaving the bottom 2/3 of 
each shell intact. This can be quite tricky and very young children will 
need help. I used a table knife to gently break the shells. If you don’t 
eat eggs, using an egg cup or potato with a bit scooped out will work 
perfectly!

2. Empty the contents of the eggs into a bowl (scrambled eggs for 
lunch!).

3. Use the empty egg box as a secure stand to rest your eggs.

4. Carefully wash the shells and let them dry o�.

5. Decorate the shells with pens or paint and leave them to dry once 
again, in the egg box.

6. Dip the cotton wool balls (you can also use a tissue or kitchen roll) in 
a little water and squeeze out any excess.

7. Place one ball in each shell then sprinkle 1 teaspoon of seeds evenly 
onto each one. Jacob tried to put a pinch of seeds into the eggs with 
his hands but it really didn’t work as the seeds are so tiny they stuck to 
his fingers. I would therefore strongly recommend using the spoon.

8. Put the filled shells into the egg box or egg cups and leave in a dry 
well-lit spot for around a week. A window ledge is perfect.

9. Your cress heads should start to grow within a few days and will soon 
require a haircut! Keep an eye on them and if they dry out add a little 
more water, just a little! Ours were at their peak on day 6. 

10. Trim and eat! You can use cress in an egg sandwich, salads & more!



Activity 3 / three / Alphabites

Activities with
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Use our simple activity page to not only improve your fruit and vegetable knowledge 
but also practise your alphabetical order and your spelling! 

Can you think of a fruit or vegetable and complete this fruity a to z? Some letters are really tricky but 
give it a try! Send us your list by tagging us on Instagram, Facebook or Twitter for a chance to win a 
copy of our Food Battles Game once it is released! (Competition ends Oct 2021)

A       N

B       O

C       P

D       Q

E       R

F       S

G       T

H       U

I       V

J       W

K       X

L       Y

M       Z

Our Food Battles Game will be relaunching in October with tonnes of bitesized 
facts about the human body and our health. Kickstart your kids biology knowledge 
as you complete food battles around the board. Perfect for kids age 5 and up!

Preorder on our website to be the first to play! $19.99 USD / £15.00

a-z


